Particle clearance from the canine pleural space into thoracic lymph nodes: an experimental study.
We instilled tungsten powder (CaWO4) into the pleural space of the dog and studied the kinetics and distribution of particle translocation from the pleural space to the thoracic lymph nodes over 1-7 days. We found that the transport of tungsten particles to regional lymph nodes was present at day 1, and reached its peak at day 3. In situ detection of tungsten by elemental particle analysis of lymph node sections by scanning electron microscopy complemented by light microscopy and X-ray analysis allowed precise mapping of the marker in the thoracic nodes. The first lymph nodes to become tungsten-laden was the parasternal group (day 1-3). From day 3 to 7 tungsten inclusions decreased in these parasternal nodes while moderately increasing in the remaining intrathoracic lymph nodes. Retrocardiac pleural folds containing numerous "milky spots" also accumulated prominent amounts of tungsten early after intrapleural injection of CaWO4. These data indicate that 1) particle translocation from the pleural space to regional lymph nodes is a rapid process and is first directed to the parasternal lymph nodal subgroup; 2) particle dissemination to virtually all other lymph nodes within the thorax follows thereafter; 3) retrocardiac pleural folds contribute to the clearance of particles from the pleural space.